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Steady-State Characteristics of the Six-Pulse Bridge

Rectifier with Input Filter
EBRAHIM B. SHAHRODI, MEMBER, IEEE, AND S. B. DEWAN, FELLOW, IEEE

Abstract-A systematic and accurate method is described for the
calculation of the harmonic content of the six-pulse bridge rectifier with
input filter. Both the converter output ripple and input distortion are
included in the calculations. The accuracy of the results is verified by
experiment. It is shown that, under certain conditions, the output ripple
can be neglected, leading to derivation of simple and explicit formulas for
the converter harmonics. Based on the approximate formulas thus
developed, major effects of the input filter on the converter characteris-
tics are discussed and graphically shown. It is found that the control range
and the firing angle need to be redefined compatible with the characteris-
tics of the rectifier in the presence of the input filter. In addition, the
maximum active power delivered to the load is determined by the filter
rather than the load.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE SIX-PULSE bridge rectifier is one of the most widely
used types of converter circuit. The desirable features for

the operation of this type of converter are low input current
distortion, low output ripple, and close to unity power factor.
By operating the converter close to full-load condition, the
ripple and power factor are partially improved. However, the
input current distortion reaches its maximum value at such
operating conditions. An effective and yet simple way of
reducing the current distortion is the employment of an input
filter as shown in Fig. 1. The input filter is an indispensable
part of the six-pulse bridge circuit in midrange to high power
applications. However, some major filter effects on the
converter characteristics have not been discussed in the
literature.
The harmonic studies of the literature ignore the effect of

the input filter by assuming the rectifier input voltages are
distortionless [l]-[3]. This paper presents a systematic and
accurate method for the calculation of the harmonic contents
of the six-pulse bridge rectifier with an input filter. Any
number of the ac and dc harmonics can be included in the
calculations with no difficulty. The method lends itself to fast
computation of the converter performance factors with a high
level of accuracy. Experimental results are used to verify the
method.
The presence of the input filter modifies the converter

characteristics. The filter effects are better seen through
approximate relationships obtained by neglecting the output
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Fig. 1. Six-pulse bridge ac/dc converter with general type of input filter.

ripple. The major filter effects are discussed and graphically
shown by both the accurate and approximate methods. For the
illustrative examples, a six-pulse bridge rectifier with an LC
type input filter (Fig. 2) is used.

In Section II of this paper, two methods of calculating the
harmonic contents are presented. The details of the calcula-
tions are given in Appendix 1. The performance of the six-
pulse rectifier obtained by these methods is graphically
illustrated with and without the filter effects. The effects of
neglecting the output ripple are also discussed.

In Sections III and IV, the rippleless output current
approximation is used to derive explicit relationships for the
variables of the bridge converter with an input filter. Major
filter effects are discussed according to these relationships.

II. CALCULATION OF THE HARMONICS

A. Method I

This section describes a systematic method for the calcula-
tion of the harmonic content of the six-pulse bridge rectifier in
continuous current mode and with a general type of input filter
(Fig. 1). The method is referred to here as method 1.
Referring to Fig. 1, the following assumptions are made.

1) The gating pulses are equidistant and remain stable.
2) The commutation overlap angle is negligible.
3) The thyristor's forward voltage drop is zero in conduct-

ing state.
4) The capacitors and inductors are lossless.
5) The three-phase source voltages are balanced and

distortionless.

The first assumption requires that the reference signals for
the synchronization of the gating pulses be taken from the line
side (assuming zero source impedance) or, if taken from the
converter side, precautionary measures against the instability
be taken [4]. This subject will be discussed in detail in a
subsequent paper.
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Fig. 2. Six-pulse bfidge rectifier with LC type input filter.

The fulfillment of the second assumption requires the
presence of a shunt capacitor at the converter input. Such
capacitors are nevertheless included to improve the converter
power factor and supply the distortion current for the rectifier.

It is shown in [41 that, under the aforementioned assump-
tions, the converter has only normal harmonics implicitly
related as

00

VdO-= VN'/N - cos (kN+N - a)
N= 1, 5,7

Vdn =n+ iC j 2Y
00

I VN - [N - cos (Na + ON)
N= 1, 5, 7

+j- n * sin (Na+#N)1/(N2-n2)

(1)

(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Voltage and current waveforms
current is assumed rippleless. (b) Filter
harmonics of input variables.

(2)

(a)

X>(N N 1Ni

| 3,.Y(N) FlV

for circuit of Fig. 1. Output
models for fundamental and

IN' N+Nt ±7r/6=IdI/N+j 4 * 1 Id,
n=6, 12

* [n - cos (nox + n,)

+j N* sin (net+ ,)]l(n2-N2) (3)

where

harmonic of order n of Vd,

harmonic of order n of id,
harmonic of order N of ia',
harmonic of order N of Vab',
average output voltage and current,

where X(N) and Y(N) are the filter impedance and admit-
tance, X and Y, at the harmonic frequency of order N. The
source voltage is taken I pu at the filter input.
The method of solving (1)-(5) is described in Appendix I.

The method is simple and systematic, compatible with the
computer, and requires negligible computation time.

B. Rippleless Current Approximation, Method 2

By neglecting the output current ripple the rectifier input
current has a square waveshape as depicted in Fig. 3(a). The
harmonics of the input current ia' are therefore obtained
directly or from (3) as

n=6 - k, k=1, 2,
INI/N+Na± 7r/6 = IdO/N, N=1, 5, 7, (6)

N=6k±l, k=O, 1, 2,

The bar on top of the variables indicates that they are in pu.
The pu base values are defined in Appendix II. Note that the
firing angle ae is defined with respect to the line voltage (Fig.
3(a)) for the reasons stated in Section I1-B.
The foregoing equations must be solved together with the

filter equations relating converter input voltage and current.
Referring to Fig. 3(b), the filter equations are found as

K' 'ix =(1-X~ II' 1a,+ W/6) /(1+ 3 * X * Y) (4)

VN LkN= X(N) *'N' IaN±7r/6/

* [1+3 * X(N) * Y(N)] (5)

where the term + ir/6 is positive for positive sequence normal
harmonics (N = 1, 7, 13, ) and negative for negative
sequence normal harmonics (N = 5, 11, - '). (For the
definition of the pu system refer to Appendix II.)

Replacing !N' and uN in (4) and (5) from (6) and considering
the rectifier of Fig. 2, one gets

V1/X+a lot-jXL * Id,)I(I -3L YC) (7)

VN 1'N+ NcX -jXL - Id/(1-3N2 XL Yc) (8)

Substituting (7) and (8) in (1) gives an expression for the
average output voltage as

Vd0= VW * Cos a (9)

Vdn Zfn
'dn Zn
IN '

VN L/k.
Vd0, 'd0
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TABLE I
VARIABLES AND PERFORMANCE FACTORS OF SIX-PULSE BRIDGE CONVERTER (FIG. 2) AT a = amrn AS OBTAINED BY

METHODS 1 AND 2 AND EXPERIMENT0

Variable Amrn Vdo V] It Idist 'drlp
Method (degrees) (pu) (pu) cos fr (pu) (percent) PF (percent)

Experiment 21 1.04 1.21 0.99 2.0 10.6 0.99 2.1
Method 1 20.4 1.13 1.19 0.997 2.08 11.5 0.995 2.2
Method 2 20.0 1.14 1.20 0.997 2.09 11.4 0.995 1.9

Circuit parameters in pu are XL = 0.35, Xfc = 6.0, XLd = 0.41, Rd = 0.62.

where V'n1 is the no-load voltage at the rectifier input and is
found as

(10)

Expression (9) explains the reason why the firing angle must
be defined with respect to the source voltage rather than the
converter input voltage Vab' (Fig. 3(a)). When the source
voltage is used for the synchronization of the gating pulses, the
value of a is directly monitored by the input potentiometer of
the gating circuit. However, if the rectifier input voltages
synchronize the gating pulses, the input potentiometer of the
gating circuit determines a'. The actual firing angle which
controls the average output voltage, however, is a. Therefore,
regardless of the phase angle of the synchronizing voltages,
the average output voltage is controlled by the firing angle
defined with respect to the ac source voltage. Although (9) has
been obtained for an LC type input filter, it is equally valid for
any other type of lossless filter [4].

III. PERFORMANCE FACTORS

After the harmonics of the circuit variables are calculated,
the rectifier performance factors are determined. The impor-
tant performance factors are the output current ripple, the
input current distortion, and the power factor which are,
respectively, found as

X \ 1/2

rip x Jdn2) (11)
n=6, 12

I ( 1/2
dist EN IN) (12)

NV= , 7

PF=cos 4*I /irms (13)

Irs=(I2 + dst2) 1/2 ( 14)

where !N is the harmonic of order N for i4 and cos 01 is the
fundamental power factor.

For the LC filter of Fig. 2, the rectifier variables and
performance factors are calculated by methods 1 and 2. Table
I shows the results of methods 1 and 2 as compared with the
experimental results. The difference between the results is
principally due to the imperfection of the circuit operation,
nonideal circuit components, and measurement error. Fig. 4
shows the variation of the performance factors as a function of
the firing angle a. From these diagrams, it is seen that the
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Fig. 4. Performance factors of converter of Fig. 2 as function of firing
angle. Circuit parameters in pu are XL = 0.35, YC = 0.16, Rd = 0.62,
ALd = 0.02. 1: Without input filter obtained by method 1. 2: Without
input filter obtained by method 2. 3: With LC type input filter obtained by
method 2. 4: With LC type input filter obtained by method 1. (a) Filter
input current distortion. (b) Fundamental power factor at filter input. (c)
Output current ripple.

major effects of the input filter are

1) reduction of the input current distortion,
2) reduction of the output ripple,
3) improvement of the power factor and its regulation,
4) reduction in the control range (range of firing angles).

The diagrams of Fig. 4 also show that the inclusion of the
output ripple in the calculations has little effect on the results
when the amount of ripple is low. Therefore, in the next

section the rippleless current approximation is used to discuss
one major filter effect (item 4). The other filter effects are

studied in detail in a subsequent paper where the design and
selection of the input filter are discussed.
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A. Control Range

The rectifier input voltage Vab' has a phase angle of t (Fig.
3(a)) with respect to the source voltage Vab. The phase angle is
a function of the converter loading and the filter parameters. It
approaches zero by reducing the rectifier loading or increasing
a such that at a = wx/2, t = O, and a' = a.
Due to the phase shift of Vab', the minimum value of a is

different from zero. For the thyristor in positive leg of phase a
to turn on, the commutating voltage vac' must be positive when
the gating pulses are applied. This condition is not satisifed if
ca is less than t. Therefore, the minimum firing angle a!.in
occurs at the point where a starts to exceed t.
The commutating voltage vac' written in terms of its

harmonics has the form

IVac (t) = F VN * sin [N * (cwot-7r/3) + ON]
N

where w0 refers to the line frequency.
From (15), t is found as

, VN * sin [N * ( -r/3) + AN] = °
N

but

(15)

n .4 .8 1.2 1.6 Rd in ).u.

Fig. 5. Variation of control range [mi.., craxl as function of rectifier
loading. LC filter parameters in pu are L = 0.35, C = 0.16.

If the rectifier has no input filter and the ac source is
assumed ideal, the active power increases excessively as Rd is
reduced. As was mentioned earlier, the presence of the input
filter (particularly the series inductance) avoids this condition
by limiting the maximum attainable active power.

Using (7), (8), and (16), it is found that

sin ani,, =XL ' Id, Cl/ (19)

where
= a,, +w/3.

Hence

(16)z VN I sin (N'a* min + IN)=0.
N

Equation (16) is solved for min with the aid of (7) and (8) as

CO
tan almin =XL/Rd ' 1/(1-3 * N2 * XL * Yc) (17)

N= 1, 5, 7

where Id, has been replaced by Vd0/Rd, i.e., the effect of back
EMF V, is considered as an equivalent resistance included in
Rd.

Thus it is concluded that, in comparison with a rectifier
without a filter, the control range is reduced from [0, 7r/21 to
[aXin, wr/2]. The minimum firing angle given in (17) is
similarly obtained when the input filter is other than LC type
provided that its elements are lossless [4].

Equation (17) shows an interesting effect of the input filter
which has been observed experimentally: as the loading of the
rectifier increases, the control range diminishes. For a purely
reactive load, the control range is virtually zero. Fig. 5 shows
this characteristic graphically. An important outcome of this
characteristic is that the converter loading cannot increase
unlimitedly. In other words, as Rd is reduced, amin increases,
thereby limiting the maximum available active power. This is
made more clear in the next section.

IV. ACTIVE POWER LIMIT

The active power delivered to the load of the rectifier is
found as

Pd= Vd' Id,

Cl A I l/( -3 - NV2 * XL YC)-
N= 1 5, 7

Multiplying both sides of (19) by Vd0 and using (9) and (18),
one gets

Pd.=Pd. sin 2amin, Camin>O (20)
where Pd0 refers to the active power delivered to the load at a
= cti,, and Pd., is its maximum value given by

Pdmax= 2n/(2CI XL),

=0C, Cj'0.

C1>O
(21)

Note that when Cl 5 0, the maximum active power occurs
at a = 00. The variation of Pd0 with Rd is drawn in Fig. 6.
From this figure it is seen that the presence of the input filter
(particularly its series inductor) has two major effects on the
rectifier active power.

1) The maximum attainable power occurs when a,cx = 7r/4
(if C1 > 0). For the LC filter of Fig. 2, this condition implies
that

Rd = Cl - XL

(Rd,, is defined as the load equivalent resistance for maximum
power).

2) The active power delivered to the load, as opposed to
rectifier without filter, is reduced by reducing Rd below Rdm.
When Rd is reduced to zero, the delivered power is also zero.

V. CONCLUSION
The steady-state characteristics of the six-pulse bridge

(18) rectifier with input filter have been discussed in this paper. A
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I 31-L I.1 I

(3) is written in matrix form as

Zr+jzi = (k, +jk I)
* [F Zr+(G+jG') * Wr+(H+jH') * wi]

+er+jei (26)

1.'

' R
m

Fig. 6. Variation of rectifier load active power at a = am,. as function of
size of load and filter LC product.

systematic method of calculating the circuit harmonics has
been introduced. In cases of negligible output ripple, the
converter variables are obtained in explicit and simple
relationships. It has been shown that the firing angle must be
defined with respect to the ac source voltage rather than the
converter input voltage. In addition, the control range of the
rectifier is reduced due to the presence of the input filter. The
active power delivered to the load is partially controlled by the
filter. However, the maximum active power depends solely on
the filter parameters. This paper sets the groundwork for the
design of the input filter discussed in a subsequent paper.

APPENDIX I

The systematic method of harmonic computation is devel-
oped here. The maximum order of harmonics considered in
the calculations affects the accuracy of the results. If NL and
nl are the highest harmonic orders on the ac and dc sides,
respectively, the following complex vectors are defined:

Z-Zr+IZi

=(VI t+ V5 '5 +5c, ... VNL 1NL+NLa)

(22)

W=Wr+jWi

-(Vd6/06+6a, Vd/2012+ 12a, , Vd,, /01+nx)d.

(23)

(Vectors are in boldface.)
Substituting for id, in (3) from (1), for id, and t, from (2),

and defining the filter coefficient vectors from (5) as

kr= [kr(l), k,(5), ..., k,(NL)] T

ki =[ki(l), ki(5), * *, ki(NL)] T

(24a)

(24b)

where G, G', H, and H' are (NI x N2) matrices and F is an
(NI x Ni) matrix:

G = (gmp), G'I (gmrrp')
H:= (hmp), H' =(hnp I)

F= (fmm ')

m-= 1, 5, 7, - , NL (total of NI components)

p = 6, 12, *, nl (total of N2 components)

m = 1, 5, 7, * NL (total of Ni components).

The entries of the matrices are

gmp= - *m * p * XLd/[(m -p2) - Z42]

gmp'-= 1 pP Rd/[(m2-p2) . Zp21

hin = -"I gmp { /P

hMP'=p gmp/m

fmm =l/m* m' * Rd)

where

Zp-(R +p2 *L2) 1/2 .Zp=(Rd+P2tLd

The final form of (26) to be solved by an iterative method is

Zr=(D - C+B) * Zr+A - C * zi+er

Zi-(D' * C+B')Zr+A' * C* zi+ei

Wr-C * 2i

Wi=C' Zr

(27)

(28)

(29)
(30)

where A, A', D, and D' are (NI x N2) matrices, C and C'
are (N2 x Ni) matrices, and B is an (Ni x NI) matrix with
the following entries:

amp=kr(m) - gmp-k,(m) gmp'
amp' kr(m) gmp' + ki (m) * gmp

dmp=kr(m) - hmp-ki(m) *hmp'

dmp kr(m) hmp ' + ki(m) h

bmm' kr(m) fmm'
bmm =ki (m) *fmm

CPM --s/* p/(m2_p2)kr(m) +jki (m) = - X(m)/[1 + 3 * X(m) - Y(m)]i

m=1, 5, 7, ..., NL,

1 422

I

C,, i. I I ` I j R in p.u.I d

CPM f = -.12 -MI(M2 -p2)(25)
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or

e,,rjie =eiEj/(l+3 X )-[k,r() +ki())Vc/Rd
erm+Ijej,= -[kr(m)+jkj(m)I ' If?d, m==5, 7,

Equations (27) and (28) are solved by an iterative method
employing the following initial values:.

Zro=er, zi0==ei.
With the foregoing initial values and using the Gauss-Seidel
iterative method, the equations are solved after a few iteration
leading to negligible computation time (4).

APPENDIX II

In order for one pu value of the dc voltage and current to
represent one pu of the ac voltage and current, respectively,
the base values are chosen as

1acb IIR

VaCb VIR

dC-A * I*/

Vdcb.3 *3

where VIR and I1R are the rated voltage and current on the line
side. The definition of the base values results in equal VA
bases on both sides of the rectifier, as

(VA)acb = 3 VIR 'IiR

(VA)dcb= Vdcb idcb-6- VIR 'IR-

Subsequently, the impedance base values are found as

Z-aCbVIR/("f' IIR)

Zdcb= Vdcb/Idcb6 /i VIR/IIR

Zdcb/Z acb= 18/w2.
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